‘Sewn Identity’ at the Washington Street Art Center
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portrait, named School Uniform, has
captured the attitude of the average high school girl wearing Uggs and blue jeans. Festa points out
that, “The girl in the painting School Uniform is someone almost anyone can relate to seeing. There
have always been social pressures around attire in schools, the haves and the have-nots, but lately
there has been a more obvious distinction. You either have a Northface and Uggs or you do not. In
this instance dress is used to conform and to feel accepted by peers.” She also says, “I try to capture
a variety of different dress, not just the extremes, so I can call attention to the way clothing decides
our character before we even speak.”
Festa is inspired by the works of Cindy Sherman and can identify with her creative process. Some
portraits can take months to complete and do not always make it into her collection. Her favorites
do, however, such as the portrait of her grandmother, titled Nana, that reveals her skill with
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weaved ribbon, creating the stunning hat that is the focal point of this piece.
These portraits, as well as the rest of her collection, can be seen during gallery hours on Saturdays
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in September from 12-4 p.m. On Sunday, September 25 from 4-6 p.m., Festa will be hosting the
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closing ceremony, which will feature live music from the Steve GütenBand.
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Joseph Keller says:
September 18, 2011 at 3:53 am

Aha! It’s a hat! For some reason, I kept thinking it was a gigantic red phagocyte.

Do you feel the casino bill will hurt
Massachusetts in more ways than it will
help it?

Rick Festa says:
September 18, 2011 at 5:31 pm

Absolutely amazing work! Incredible detail and truly unique.
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Saturday, Sep 24
Cloudy
Currently: 79˚F
Feels Like: 82˚ F
Hi: 78˚, Lo: 67˚
Wind: 9, Gust: N/A MPH
Wind Direction: WSW (250)

Tonight: 67˚
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Sunset: 6:39 PM
Moon Phase: Waning Crescent
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